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 John Johnston

 Distributed Information: Complexity Theory in the Novels of
 Neal Stephenson and Linda Nagata

 In an essay entitled "Life at the Edge of Chaos," the Artificial Life scientist
 Christopher Langton poses the question: under what conditions can we expect
 a dynamics of information to emerge spontaneously and come to dominate the
 behavior of a physical system (41)? Since living systems are characterized by
 precisely this condition-that is, one in which a dynamics of information
 processing has gained control over the dynamics of energy exchange-the
 question bears directly on our understanding of the origins and evolution of life
 and intelligence. Langton's answer, not surprisingly, is emblazoned in his title:
 it is "at the edge of chaos," between highly ordered structures and randomly
 colliding molecules, that we can expect to see living systems emerge from non-
 life, mainly because this is where processes that can store and transmit
 information have the best chance to arise and to gain a foothold. To be sure, as
 a scientist Langton does not mean by "the edge of chaos" a vaguely delineated
 area between order and disorder; he argues, rather, that this space "between"
 can be defined mathematically as a critical phase transition, with its own
 complex, unique structure. It is complex because it can support "complex
 interactions between propagating and static structures," which in turn "can be
 pressed into service as logical building blocks in the construction of a universal
 computing device" (69). Working with cellular automata that instantiate the
 emergence of such computational processes, Langton's experiments indicate
 how a domain of information in the physical world could arise naturally and
 how the kinds of computational procedures necessary for life could get started.

 Langton's work in Artificial Life stands at the forefront of a new science of
 nonlinear systems theory, sometimes called complexity theory, which studies
 systems in which the interactions of large numbers of elements or agents give
 rise to new forms of self-organization and the emergence of new kinds of
 information processing. This research, I would like to suggest, is of significant
 relevance to many works of contemporary science fiction, as a result of both

 direct and indirect influences. The first and most visible sign of direct influence
 appears in Bruce Sterling's cyberpunk fiction published in the early to mid-
 1980s, which was written under the acknowledged influence of the Nobel-prize
 winning physicist Ilya Prigogine. After offering evidence of this influence, I
 want to consider a series of exemplary novels by Neal Stephenson and Linda
 Nagata in which the influence of complexity theory is less direct, but in which
 its ideas and assumptions are more deeply embedded. In Stephenson's fiction,
 the impetus for these ideas comes from computer science, whereas in Nagata's
 it comes from contemporary biology. This contrast in the dominant influence
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 suggests other differences as well, but it also points to a striking feature of
 complexity theory: that conceptually it draws from both computer science (or
 computational theory) and biology, inspiring further research in and through
 new convergences between them. Before turning to Sterling's fiction, I shall
 offer some examples of this convergence, which will also situate Langton's
 ideas more fully.

 Complexity Theory and Bruce Sterling's Early Fiction
 Although primarily associated with Artificial Life, Langton's research is

 part of a growing body of work concerned with the behavior of nonlinear
 dynamical systems and particularly of "complex adaptive systems. " Generally
 speaking, the behavior that distinguishes these systems is complex in that it
 cannot be analyzed as the sum or totality of isolated parts, but occurs only at the
 level of the system as a whole, as a result of the interactions among its
 constituent parts. Because of these interactions, complex behavior cannot be
 predicted or calculated in advance, but only observed by "running" the system
 through its various and changing dynamical states, which is often accomplished
 by means of computer simulations. Since studying such systems usually requires
 the tools developed in what was popularly called "chaos theory" (phase
 portraits, bifurcations, attractor states, etc.), the new science of complexity
 theory is sometimes seen as its fulfillment or next step.

 Like Langton and other scientists of Artificial Life, many practitioners of
 this new science work on the border between biology and computer science.
 Prominent examples are Stuart Kauffman, a biologist who investigates how a
 self-organizing network can be used as a model to understand gene expression,
 embryology, and the dynamics of the co-evolution of different species; and John
 Holland, a computer scientist who invented genetic algorithms, a method by
 which computer algorithms can be evolved and improved using strategies of
 "mating" and "sexual" combination. All three of these scientists have been
 closely associated with the Santa Fe Institute, which has been sponsoring
 research and international colloquia in complexity theory since the mid-1980s,
 not only in computer science and biology but also in physics, chemistry,
 anthropology, and economics. Research conducted at the Santa Fe Institute is
 generally characterized by an interest in highly distributed nonlinear systems in
 which there is no central control or regulation and in which complex behavior
 emerges spontaneously from "the bottom up," as a result of the interactions of
 many lower-level elements or agents, rather than being imposed hierarchically
 from "the top down." This type of complex behavior is referred to as
 "emergent." The best known example is self-organization, which is said to
 occur when a new and higher level of organized or orderly behavior in a system
 emerges spontaneously-that is, without external input or control-as a result
 of the interactions among lower-level elements or agents. It is a "higher level"
 behavior not only because it does not occur at lower levels but also because it
 increases the functionality and/or adaptability of the system as a whole. Bee
 hives, ant colonies, immune systems, neurons in the brain, the Stock market,
 and possibly the World Wide Web all exhibit such behavior, and are usually
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 called "complex adaptive systems" if the behavior emerges and adapts to
 changing conditions over time. As the variety of examples also indicates, such
 complex systems can be found anywhere and everywhere, and cut across the
 nature/culture divide.

 Complexity theory did not spring up out of the blue, nor is it an exclusively
 American development. The study of self-organizing systems can be traced back
 to Heinz von Foerster's work in "second order" cybernetics at the Biological
 Computer Laboratory at the University of Illinois in the 1950s and 60s.2 But
 it also owes a great deal to the Nobel-prize winning physicist, Ilya Prigogine,
 for his study of the emergence of Order out of Chaos, as the English translation
 of his book with Isabelle Stengers is entitled. Prigogine has shown that certain
 physical, chemical, and biochemical systems "far from equilibrium"-that is,
 highly dissipative systems that exchange large amounts of energy with the
 environment-sometimes spontaneously organize themselves and evince orderly
 patterns of behavior, the most famous example being the Belousov-Zhabatinski
 "chemical clock," where a chemical reaction suddenly produces colorful
 pulsating rhythms. In his "Foreword" to Order Out of Chaos, Alvin Toffler
 likens this jump to a higher level of organization to the effect that a million
 black and white ping-pong balls bouncing randomly around in a tank-visually
 a gray blur-would make if suddenly they fell into distinct patterns of black on
 white and white on black. In the millions of interactions that occur in such
 processes far from equilibrium, or at the edge of chaos, Christopher Langton
 thinks that nature is seeking a way to compute itself to a more stable state (85).
 His colleague Stuart Kauffman believes that once life gets started by taking
 advantage of such self-organizing processes, or what he calls "order for free,"
 evolutionary pressures actually select for mechanisms that will move it toward
 and keep it near this state. Perhaps the most spectacular example is James
 Lovelock's "Gaia hypothesis,"9 according to which the earth itself, or at least the
 gases and minerals that circulate through its atmosphere and that thereby
 promote and sustain life through self-organizing dynamics, constitutes a living
 "super-system" or super organism.3

 In the early 1980s, Prigogine's work on self-organizing systems exerted a
 direct and openly acknowledged influence on Bruce Sterling's early science
 fiction. Prigogine's name, in fact, appears in the Shaper/Mechanist stories
 Sterling began to publish then, and again in his novel Schismatrix (1985).4 This
 fiction concerns the human species in its post-terrestrial phase, beset by both
 new instabilities and evolutionary pressures. Internally, humanity has bifurcated
 into two hostile factions as it has moved out to the solar system and beyond: the
 Shapers, who deploy genetic engineering and elaborate psychological training
 to further enhance their natural human capacities and lengthen their life-span;
 and the Mechanists, who extend their capacities through the cyborgian addition
 of prosthetic devices. Externally, humanity is no longer at the top of the
 evolutionary chain, but has to deal with a technologically-superior alien race
 called the Investors, whose sole interest seems to be in trade and business
 transactions. The Investors also describe some nineteen other alien races, with
 some of which humans have established contact.
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 Two stories in particular illustrate Sterling's typical interests. In "Swarm"
 (1982), the Shaper scientist Captain-Doctor Simon Afriel secretly contrives to
 extract specimens from a hive organism he is visiting, in order that it can later
 be reproduced as a natural factory of workers. The story concludes with a
 confrontation between Afriel and the emergent intelligence of the hive
 organism, which has discovered Afriel's plan. The Swarm intelligence derides
 the evolutionary limits of the human form, with its dependence on a puny little
 body and brain, and the contingencies of individual life, and questions whether
 humanity's overriding need "to expand, to explore, to develop" will eventually
 force it to assume other forms, either assimilating into hive organisms such as
 itself or conjoining with alien forms in a metamorphosis of the human. This
 latter possibility is exactly what happens in another story, "Spider Rose"
 (1982). The titular heroine is an aging Mechanist who lives alone in a small,
 web-like habitat orbiting Uranus. Having lost her husband long ago and slowly
 forgetting her human feelings and even origins, she trades the Investors a rare
 jewel for their little mascot, a small winged reptilian being that then
 metamorphoses into an affectionate monkey-like creature. As Rose discovers,
 it possesses an incredibly complex genetic structure, which enables it to
 determine the emotional wants and needs of its keeper and within a few days to
 adapt itself accordingly. Shortly thereafter she is attacked by Shaper pirates and
 traumatically forced to eat the creature in order to stay alive when her habitat
 suffers a system failure. Soon, however, she finds that she is weaving herself
 into her own cocoon. Upon the Investors' return, she emerges from it as a
 creature with scaly wings, having been transformed into a version of the mascot
 they originally traded with her.

 Evolutionary struggle, metamorphosis, the need to adapt to survive-these
 themes in Sterling's Shaper/Mechanist stories are set off against the larger
 backdrop and longer time period chronicled in his novel Schismatrix. Woven
 into both are bits and pieces of "posthumanist philosophy," usually enunciated
 by the character Wellspring, who seeks a mode of being beyond that of Shaper
 and Mechanist alike, or by students at the Kosmosity on Czarina-Kluster, a
 liberal stronghold with wide tolerance for differences. Posthumanist philosophy
 is based on what are called "Prigoginic levels of complexity," with jumps from
 one level to the next higher level occurring unpredictably but always following
 a period of intense turbulence. The first level is "de Sitter space," as the
 primordial ur-cosmos is called; the second, the universe of space and time; the
 third, life; the fourth, intelligence; and the fifth, unnamed, is described in the
 story "Cicada Queen" (1983) as "as far beyond intelligence as intelligence is
 from amoebic life, or life from inert matter"(294). Abelard Lindsay, the central
 character of Schismatrix, undergoes something like this leap to a Prigoginic
 higher level when, at the novel's conclusion, he becomes a disembodied
 consciousness and follows the alien Presence, as it is called, rather than join the
 new species of "aquatic posthuman" (282) who will inhabit Europa. Thus,
 despite the constant political strife, futility, and betrayals that the narrative
 depicts, evolution and the ever present hope for a leap to a higher Prigoginic
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 level of complexity allow the novel to conclude on an optimistic, even utopian,
 note.

 Nanotech and Hive Mind in The Diamond Age
 Neal Stephenson became widely known to readers of science fiction as a

 result of his second novel, Snowcrash (1992), which follows and extends
 William Gibson's fictional depiction of cyberspace. Here cyberspace is called
 the "Metaverse," which one enters by means of an iconic representation or
 "avatar." Beyond its pop art/graphics novel depictions of action in both actual
 and virtual worlds, what distinguishes Snowcrash is its theme of a viral infection
 (the "snowcrash" of the title) that operates on multiple levels: on the biological
 level as a drug, in computer networks as a viral code, and in human language
 as a meme by which a religious cult controls its adherents. While offering zany
 and satirical descriptions of American street culture in the new era of the
 burbclave and franchise, the novel foments connections between computer codes
 or memes and the brain's neurolinguistic structure. These connections are
 mainly enacted through a series of mythic parallels between the "hacker god"
 Enki's use of performative speech acts ("nam-shubs") to counter the thought-
 control apparatus of ancient Sumerian priest culture, and corresponding efforts
 in present day America to thwart the viral control programs spread by L. Bob
 Rife's right-wing organization of religious fundamentalists. The latter "speak
 in tongues," but this language turns out to be a preconscious language of the
 primitive brainstem that Rife has appropriated as a form of thought and behavior
 control. Since individual consciousness and agency come only with release from
 its viral repetitions, the plot culminates with the hacker Hiro Protagonist's effort
 to discover a contemporary equivalent of Enki's nam-shub, which he considers
 to be the first form of anti-viral software. Although Snowcrash makes no
 explicit reference to complexity theory, its understanding of human culture as
 an information system vulnerable to viral mechanisms that, while operating in
 empirically distinct realms, function as a single abstract machine, approaches
 the style of thinking that characterizes it.

 Stephenson's next novel, The Diamond Age (1995), engages more directly
 with complexity theory. To be sure, for most readers what stands out is the
 novel's use of nanotechnology, which makes possible the construction of a very
 powerful, interactive book.S This book's entry into the world initiates the
 novel's multiple and highly detailed plots, the most important of which are the
 stories of the nanotech engineer who designed it and the education of the young
 women who are exposed to it. While these stories maintain a certain degree of
 independent narrative interest, they constitute a series of thematic contrasts
 greatly magnified by the larger social events in which they are caught up.
 Summarily, The Diamond Age envisions a not too distant future in which
 miniature nanotech machines that calculate mechanically by means of explicit
 algorithms begin to give way to a new "seed" technology based on a form of
 biological computation. In clear political and social terms, Stephenson's
 narrative emphasizes the challenge of this new technology to the present social
 hierarchy and the value of individuality, but refuses to embrace unequivocally
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 the form of "hive mind" and distributed being that this technology has already
 begun to usher in. Centralized (and algorithmic) versus distributed computation,
 top-down versus bottom-up structures of organization: these oppositions
 governing the novel's basic structural articulations derive very clearly from the
 fundamentals of complexity theory.

 Stephenson's most likely (and congenial) source for these ideas is Kevin
 Kelly's discussion of "hive mind" and "net culture" in his book, Out of Control:
 The New Biology of Machines.6 Drawing extensively upon complexity theory,
 Kelly argues that the difference between "the born and the made" is
 disappearing. As we build machines that are more biological and the biological
 itself is increasingly engineered, the old world of mechanistic, top-down
 structures of control is giving way to a new one defined by highly networked
 and distributed systems. The latter are fundamentally out of control, and this,
 Kelly argues, is a good thing. They operate by "hive mind" or the "swarm
 model," as a "patchwork of parallel operations" in which there is no central
 authority, and thus no central or hierarchical lines of communication and
 control. Instead, these networks are composed of a large number of autonomous
 agents, with a high degree of connectivity between them. When they act in
 concert, as when bees swarm or birds flock or a collective mind coalesces, their
 behavior is not intelligible according to a linear cause-effect model. Rather,
 what happens is a "webby nonlinear causality of peers influencing peers," a
 kind of contagion effect that spreads instantaneously through neighbors. These
 "swarm systems," or vivisystems, as Kelly also calls them, have distinct
 advantages: although they are highly redundant and individual agents don't make
 much difference, as a collective they are highly adaptable, evolvable, and
 resilient, and they easily give rise to novelty. Indeed, as nonlinear systems
 sensitive to initial conditions, small changes within them can produce
 disproportional, even runaway effects. Most important, they harbor "countless
 novel possibilities in the exponential combinations of many interlinked
 individuals" (23). On the other hand, and in contrast to centralized, hierarchical
 systems, swarm systems are inefficient, uncontrollable, unpredictable, and
 unanalyzable, in that they give rise to "emergent," self-organizational behaviors
 absent from the individual agents or elements that make up the system. As we
 shall see, on both individual and collective levels, The Diamond Age stages an
 elaborate confrontation between these two types of organization and
 communication.

 Set in the 21st century, most of the action unfolds in and around the environs
 of Shanghai and the China Sea. Nation-states have broken down and most
 people live as members of a particular tribe or "phyle" (from the biological
 term "phylum"). There is still great cultural diversity and conflict, mostly
 because the new nanotechnology does not serve everyone equally well.
 Nanotech machines-assemblers, replicators, and compilers that operate on
 matter at the molecular level-provide not only food but most of the physical
 necessities required for everyday living. Yet this technology is highly
 centralized, being comprised of a source, a feed line, usually referred to as
 "The Feed," and local matter compilers. For the Western, Euro-based phyles,
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 this organization means a high degree of integration of technology and culture;
 for the Eastern, Oriental-based phyles, however, there is almost no
 integration-in fact, the new technology has almost destroyed the indigenous
 rice-growing economy and the culture it supports in mainland China. This
 conflict, which remains in the background for the novel's first half, erupts into
 violent confrontation at its conclusion.

 There are two central characters: John Hackworth, a nanotech engineer who
 lives in a powerful upper-class phyle of "Neo-Victorians" called New Atlantis
 located near Shanghai, and an impoverished little girl named Nell, who lives
 with her brother Harv in a slum-like area called the Leased Territories. (Not
 being members of any phyle, Nell and Harv are known simply as "thetes.") As
 in the Victorian novel, which The Diamond Age self-consciously echoes, the
 two central characters' lives will cross without their coming into direct contact.
 In Dickens's novels in particular, which teem with abandoned children,
 surrogate parents and anonymous benefactors, unexpected links and half-
 glimpsed resemblances allow different social strata to communicate, affording
 Dickens the means to unify symbolically the whole of Victorian society. In The
 Diamond Age, unexpected connections and unforeseen events reveal the
 existence of an altogether new kind of communication network, while obvious
 contrasts between the two central characters serve to accentuate the differences
 between two kinds of thinking or problem-solving, indeed, between two
 different modes of subjectivity and social organization. Ultimately, The
 DiamondAge will understand these differences as different kinds of information
 processing, as we shall see by examining these two characters and the
 communication network that both connects and distinguishes them.

 Early in the novel an upper echelon "Equity Lord" and owner of Machine-
 Phase Systems, Lord Finkle-McGraw, commissions Hackworth to fashion a
 special interactive book, to be called A Young Lady's Illustrated Primer, as a
 gift for his young granddaughter Elizabeth. Finkle-McGraw feels that the Neo-
 Victorian educational system produces only conformity, and wants her exposed
 to something different-indeed, subversive. Hackworth, having harbored similar
 thoughts, decides to make an illicit copy of the book for his own daughter
 Fiona. Rather than risk fabricating the illicit copy at his own company, he takes
 its encrypted code to a clandestine matter compiler operated by Doctor X in
 Shanghai. Returning home, however, he is mugged by Harv and his gang. Harv
 then gives the illicit copy to his sister Nell, who becomes its permanent owner.
 These two acts-Hackworth's criminal transgression against the strict morality
 of his phyle, and Nell's coming into possession of an educational device more
 powerful than anything in her world-are the springs that will propel the two
 characters out of the narrow confines of their habitual worlds and through a
 series of profound changes.

 As a retrofitted object, The Primer itself reflects an essential feature of this
 Neo-Victorian world: what appears to be a perfect facsimile of an old-fashioned
 book, here an illustrated collection of fairy-tales for an innocent young child,
 is actually, thanks to nanotech miniaturization, a complex of powerful
 computers and interactive devices by means of which the book adapts and re-
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 configures itself in accordance with both the child's capacities and her
 environmental stimuli. It can be read like any book, but it can also teach the
 unlearned reader how to read, moving progressively from simple vocabulary
 and tale to more complex narrative and instruction. As the book adapts to both
 the young reader's intellectual level and her immediate situation in the world,
 it is programmed to teach survival skills as well as develop emotional resources.
 Furthermore, communication devices and prepaid services allow many of these
 narratives to be performed by a professional "ractor" in a distant studio. Thanks
 to these special properties and devices, the reader of The Diamond Age follows
 Nell's life through an interacting double register, reading both the stories Nell
 reads and the series of adventures that befall her as she reads and in turn
 deploys strategies for coping with a dangerous and constantly challenging world.

 Soon after coming into possession of The Primer, Nell is forced to flee from
 the Leased Territories with her brother Harv. The narrative details their flight
 and discovery of safety in the community of Dovetail, Harv's departure, Nell's
 ensuing life in New Atlantic Clave with the Constable, and school at Miss
 Matheson's with both Finkle-McGraw's granddaughter Elizabeth and
 Hackworth's daughter Fiona. Ten years pass, which culminate in Nell's decision
 to leave the security and wealth of the Neo-Victorian Clave and to seek her
 fortune in China. As she begins to contemplate her future, her adventures in The
 Primer become more intellectual, specifically when Princess Nell, as her
 fantasy persona in the magical book is called, finds herself imprisoned in Turing
 Castle and must determine whether the Duke, with whom she has begun to
 communicate via coded metal chains, is human or not. Recognizing the allusion
 to Alan Turing and the question of Artificial Intelligence, Nell sends him a
 thinly veiled allegorical poem, which he fails to understand, thus suggesting his
 non-human status. She later discovers the decayed dead body of the real Duke
 and begins to study his notebooks. In this and the ensuing sequence of
 adventures, Nell is introduced to the rigors of computer programming, the next
 three castles in fact being Turing machines that she must learn to debug. For
 Nell, who is now a mature young woman working as a scriptwriter and
 scenarist in a Shanghai brothel, this raises the question of whether or not her
 magic book is itself just a Turing machine, or complex of computational
 devices. She wonders how The Primer can understand her, and whether it was
 "just a conduit, a technological system that mediated between Nell and some
 human being who loved her? In the end, she knew, this was the way all ractives
 worked" (403).

 The conclusion of Princess Nell's adventures in the fairy-tale Land Beyond
 brings her face to face with just such a human being, one who, assuming the
 guise of King Coyote, controls a vast castle by means of a complex of computer
 programs called the Wizard, and who reveals himself to be "John"-whom the
 reader knows to be John Hackworth, the inventor of The Primer. Before
 vanishing in a flash of light, Hackworth conveys to Nell three things: that he
 had grown The Land Beyond from "seeds" he had invented; that the books he
 bequeaths to her will teach her how to build new worlds by utilizing the
 principles of nanotechnology; and that there really has been another with Nell
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 all along her quest and whom the reader knows to be Miranda, a ractor who has

 given up her career to assume the exclusive and technologically-mediated role
 of Nell's surrogate mother. Finally, before closing The Primer, Nell assumes
 her rightful place as Queen of the Mouse Army, which appeared like a moving

 carpet under her feet with the vanishing of The Land Beyond.
 At this moment in Nell's story the social and political reality of her situation

 suddenly intrudes, as the building where she resides in Shanghai is besieged by
 the Fists of Righteous Harmony, a fanatical arm of the advancing Chinese army.
 China is now in full dynastic rebellion, as the Celestial Kingdom's soldiers
 sweep eastward in an attempt to drive defendants of the Coastal Republic-and
 all refugees and foreigners-into the China Sea. Though captured and raped,
 Nell is eventually rescued by the real-life counterpart of the Mouse Army,
 thousands of abandoned Chinese girls brought up interacting with a Chinese,
 presumably less individualized, version of The Primer. In narrative terms, once
 brought into confrontation with the Chinese masses, there are only two
 possibilities for Nell: to die or to become their leader. But the latter possibility,
 which is what happens, can only occur because, unbeknown to Nell, a version
 of her interactive book has been distributed on the mainland, resulting in the
 formation of a collectivity of young Chinese women already prepared to accept
 Nell in this role. Although this "magical" plot solution succeeds in temporarily
 saving Nell, it is not a solution that can resolve the epic opposition between east
 and west.

 Even while Nell's education by the interactive book culminates in a mastery
 of classical computational theory (i.e., Turing machines, the conceptual basis
 of the modem computer), it also hints at a more creative form of computation
 lying somehow beyond it, the mysterious "seed" technology. In cognitive and
 intellectual terms, The Primer brings Nell to the point Hackworth had attained
 when he had crafted the book. But as the reader follows the events of her life,
 an interweaving narrative also details the events of his. Indeed, in striking
 contrast to Nell's rise in social status, after losing the illicit copy of T7he Primer
 Hackworth takes a downward plunge, from upper middle-class respectability to
 the criminal and political underworld. This "descent," however, proves
 necessary for both his creative realization and the revelation of a secret
 communication network.

 In brief, by failing to report the mugging Hackworth arouses the suspicions
 of the local authorities, the Confucian Judge Fang and his police associates, who
 suspect him of concealing stolen technology. Hackworth is brought speedily to
 Confucian justice, with far-reaching political complications. For it turns out that
 Judge Fang has been meeting with the same Doctor X who had made the illicit
 copy of The Primer, and who is now revealed to be a secret, high-ranking
 official of the Celestial Kingdom looking for a way to obtain the new "seed"
 technology. So a deal is struck: Hackworth is allowed to get off with a lesser
 punishment in return for supplying Doctor X with The Primer's encryption
 codes, plus the changes necessary to make a version of the book suitable for
 orphaned Chinese girls. In addition, Hackworth must perform certain unnamed
 services for the next ten years. In a complicating twist, Hackworth discovers
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 that his boss and English intelligence are also aware of his crime, but willing to
 forgive all if he will agree to keep them apprised of Doctor X's activities-to
 spy for them in effect. Hackworth cannot but accept, and departs from Shanghai
 on an unknown mission to America after the inscrutable Doctor X has
 minuscule "nanosites" injected into his blood.

 Ten years pass, but for Hackworth it is a period of an only vaguely
 remembered existence with the Drummers, an orgiastic cult who live under the
 ocean's surface in tunnels Hackworth had entered from Vancouver, following
 Doctor X's unexplained instructions. Ostensibly, the Drummers expend
 themselves semi-consciously in an orgy of unrestrained sex, freely exchanging
 partners and bodily fluids, their nights and days marked only by an incessant
 drumming and a strange ritual in which a single woman ignites and burns after
 sex with a ring of men wearing phosphorescent condoms cut off at the tip. The
 sacrificial woman's ashes are then mixed in a large drum of liquid and
 consumed by the entire gathering in small mugs. It is hinted that these
 exchanges involve information, specifically packets of data exchanged by means
 of interlocking nanosites carried by bodily fluids. Thus the Drummers' sexual
 activities are really exchanges of data, information constantly reshuffled and
 combined with new information as participants come and go. But the purpose
 of these biological computations remains unknown.

 Answers come in a series of revelations from diverse sources after
 Hackworth emerges from the Drummer tunnels. Apart from endless,
 anonymous sex, Hackworth himself can only remember dim images of a new
 technology he had been working on, specifically the image of a large brown
 seed, hanging in space, as in a Magritte painting. This new seed technology, he
 reveals to his daughter in a strange, trance-like state, is greatly sought after by
 CryptNet, a secret underground communications network whose members are
 thought to have penetrated into many upper-level phyles. Members of CryptNet
 believe that the free flow and self-replication of information will inevitably lead
 to a more highly evolved society based on this seed technology, which will
 replace the centralized and rigidly controlled Feed of the current nanotech
 system. CryptNet thus engages in secret subversion of Protocol Enforcement,
 the international police agency responsible for the political and technological
 status quo.

 The next revelation comes from another source, underscoring what the
 reader already suspects: that information in the novel is highly distributed, or,
 as The Primer represents it in a series of allegorical quest journeys, no single
 figure possesses all the keys. The source is Carl Hollywood, an important minor
 character introduced earlier. Hollywood is the director of a group of "ractors,"
 as those who perform dramatic roles for broadcast on the world-wide
 mediatronic network are called. Holed up in his favorite Shanghai teahouse, and
 on-line with various mediatronic sources, Hollywood begins to think about the
 Drummers, whom he had long thought to be "a giant system for breaking
 codes" (433). The security of the Net, he reflects, is based on cryptography,
 using immense numbers of primes as magic keys. Such encrypted codes can be
 broken, but it requires tremendous computing power. Yet there may be another
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 method, like the mental tricks hackers sometimes employ to bypass laborious
 programming.7 Perhaps, Hollywood muses, the Drummers as a whole were

 engaged in some method of collective computation, which allowed them to "see
 through the storm of encrypted data that roared continuously through media
 space, cause the seemingly random bits to coalesce into meaning" (433). But
 even if the Drummers could break the code, how could the information be used
 or communicated, since "all communication between the Drummers and normal
 society took place unconsciously, through their influence upon the Net, in
 patterns that appeared subliminally in the ractives that everyone played within
 their homes and saw playing across the walls of buildings" (434)? Somehow,
 Hollywood concludes, this must be Hackworth's role.

 Hollywood's speculations are soon confirmed by Hackworth himself, who
 journeys to the interior of China to meet with Doctor X after realizing that he
 himself is the vehicle for the development of the Seed technology, and thus to
 be responsible for the Celestial Kingdom's liberation from the more
 technologically-advanced phyles protected by Protocol Enforcement:

 "All you required to initiate the Seed project [he now says to the Doctor] was the
 rational, analytical mind of a nanotechnological engineer. I fit the bill perfectly.
 You dropped me into the society of the Drummers like a seed into fertile soil,
 and my knowledge spread through them and permeated their collective mind-as
 their thoughts spread into my own unconscious. They became like an extension
 of my own brain. For years I labored on the problem, twenty-four hours a day."

 (454-55)

 But Protocol Enforcement had pulled him out before he could complete the
 Seed, by introducing counter-nanosites into his blood through a female agent
 disguised as one of the many who come and go through Drummer society.
 Doctor X now exhorts Hackworth to finish designing the Seed, thereby fulfilling
 his destiny. Although moved by X's words, which evoke a vision of China
 "freed from the yoke of the foreign Feed" (458), Hackworth seems unwilling
 to give up his newly recovered rationality and staunch fidelity to his western
 phyle, and returns to Shanghai.

 Events now converge in multiple mass movements and a fimal biological
 computation. As the victorious Chinese army sweeps eastward, all the defeated
 forces in Shanghai and along the coast are threatened. The only escape route for
 the refugees and defeated foreigners is the China Sea. Aided by breathing
 equipment that mysteriously appears on the beach inside translucent eggs, those
 seeking escape descend into the water and make their way toward New Chusan.
 The last foreigner to enter the water is a man recognized to be Hackworth.
 Hearing this, Hollywood surmises that Hackworth must have decided to take
 advantage of these propitious circumstances after all, and use "the wet Net to
 design the Seed" (495):

 He saw it all now: that the refugees had been gathered into the realm of the
 Drummers for the harvest of fresh data running in their bloodstreams, that this
 data had been infused into the wet Net in the course of the great orgy.... It was
 Hackworth's doing; this was the culmination of his effort to design the Seed, and
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 in so doing to dissolve the foundations of New Atlantis and Nippon and all the
 societies that had grown up around the concept of a centralized, hierarchical
 Feed." (498)

 In the end, however, Hollywood is able to rescue the woman who is to be
 sacrificed in this massive calculation of data (it turns out to be Miranda, Nell's
 surrogate mother), and the invention of the new technology is put off-"for
 years if necessary," the text states-until another opportunity can be found.

 Curiously, then, Stephenson brings The DiamondAge to a close just this side
 of the cataclysmic changes augured by the collective movements he has so
 meticulously detailed. In so doing, he allows the thematic oppositions between
 Nell's individualistic western perspective and the "hive mind" culture of the
 Net, between the highly centralized, hierarchical culture of the west and the
 distributed, collective mode of existence exemplified by the Chinese, to remain
 unresolved. Put another way, the novel's individual western subjects remain the
 primary narrative interest (perhaps not surprisingly, since their depicted
 individualities are the novel's condition of possibility as a genre). Even so,
 within this constraint it is clear that Nell's education and Hackworth's creative
 realization are attempts to negotiate this very opposition. In Nell's case, the
 protective nuclear family and educational apparatus responsible for the
 development of western individuality find their substitute in an interactive book
 and its technological mediations. In Hackworth's case, the very things that Nell
 initially lacks-the support and security of neo-Victorian life, and the individual
 ego that flourishes there-become barriers to the fulfillment of his creative
 impulses. Ultimately, however, Stephenson treats the differences between their
 two subject positions in terms of two kinds of information exchange or
 calculation: those that can be made conscious and hence learned (as problem-
 solving techniques based on rational, heuristic procedures), and those that
 cannot. Stephenson thematizes this difference by taking a familiar idea-that as
 the boundary of the individual ego loosens and becomes porous to the dreamlike
 "thinking" and behavior of a whole population, the individual connects to the
 collective unconscious-and combines it with a less unfamiliar one, namely, that
 since the sexual exchanges within this population involve information, they can
 be used for complex distributed computations. As a result, dissolution into the
 collective unconscious results not in the discovery of a fixed structure or
 archetype but in a new combinatorial dynamic for producing innovative change.

 Hackworth's experience with the Drummers, however, is not the only
 instance of distributed information exchange. In fact The Diamond Age is chock
 full of distributed systems: not only the global communications media Net but
 organizations like CryptNet and the "gestalt society" of the Drummers, the
 peasant society of Chinese rice-farmers, the First Distributed Republic that
 springs up in the West of Carl Hollywood's grandfather, and Dramatis
 Personae, the autonomously intelligent play of performer/spectators. All of
 these systems are comprised of large numbers of interconnected and highly
 networked agents, making them rhizomatic structures in which information
 circulates freely and organization occurs from the "bottom up." Furthermore,
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 recurrent references to the neuronal structure of the human brain suggest
 another highly distributed system. In one striking example, the Drummers'
 forking tunnels are likened to "neural bodies with their dendrites knitting and
 ramifying to occupy the whole volume of the skull" (497). Everywhere, at
 every level, swarm systems emerge, as if the novel itself were striving toward
 a fractal design of self-similar patterns at both higher and lower scales. Yet
 clearly the most important swarm system remains the nanosites introduced into
 the human bloodstream in the Drummers' tunnels, which become the wetware
 of a biological computer. In the immense exchanges of information brought
 about through orgiastic and anonymous sex, it is hoped that self-organizing
 processes will provide the conditions in which an altogether new kind of seed
 technology can emerge. In these terms The Diamond Age suggests that the
 combination of sexual transmission and nanotech computation can bring about
 an evolutionary leap, a complete merging of hardware and wetware, machines
 and biological life.

 Complex Interaction and Evolutionary Space in Deception Well
 This merging of machines and biological life is precisely the point of

 departure for Linda Nagata, who draws on contemporary science to fashion a
 strikingly original trilogy of science fiction novels. In The Bohr Maker (1995),
 she imagines the transformative effects of nanotechnology on human life in the
 not too distant future; then, in Deception Well (1997) and Vast (1998), she re-
 envisions the conventional sf themes of space exploration and the encounter with
 an alien intelligence in the language of complexity theory. In fact, Nagata
 explicitly deploys one its central themes-"life at the edge of chaos"-in order
 to re-weave these familiar themes and narratives into a fresh and compelling
 unity.

 The Bohr Maker takes place some two hundred years into the future, when

 life on earth is defined by the presence (or absence) of nanotechnology. Like
 Stephenson in Snowcrash, Nagata imagines a further enhancement of Gibsonian
 cyberspace technology: thanks to nanotech miniaturization, humans can now
 send replicas of themselves through cyberspace, even send a copy to another
 person if he or she will allow it to enter his or her "atrium," as the cranial
 communication interface is called. And like The Diamond Age, The Bohr Maker
 is concerned with the struggles between a wealthy first world (here called the
 Commonwealth) controlling or attempting to control the new nanotechnology,
 and a third world still enveloped in poverty. Nagata's novel also focuses on a
 young woman in this third world whose life is dramatically changed when by
 chance she gains access to this new technology. What the Commonwealth
 specifically outlaws are certain kinds of nanotech devices, or "Makers," that
 would create adaptive or conscious intelligence. Years before, the molecular
 designer Leander Bohr had constructed one such Maker that could enter a
 person's body and allow that person to alter his or her own biochemical
 processes. Although Bohr himself is apparently dead and his Maker kept under
 lock and key by the Commonwealth Police, a copy has been made and smuggled
 out by agents acting on behalf of one Nikko Jiang-Tabayan. Nikko is something
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 of an artificial person, grown from human genetic material by his father Fox,
 a former student of Bohr and now the chief nanotech engineer at Summer
 House, a research corporation with offices on earth but whose center is an
 orbital living entity and biological habitat. An experiment permitted by the
 Commonwealth as part of Fox's legitimate research, Nikko lives under the
 restriction that his life span has been limited to thirty years, a time limit that is
 rapidly approaching when the novel begins. Since his father won't help him and

 the Commonwealth remains inflexible, Nikko's only chance to live longer is to
 steal the Bohr Maker. Before he can get hold of it, however, it is injected into
 the body of Phousita, an ignorant young woman living in the slums of Sunda (in
 India) with Arif, her street tough partner, and some twenty homeless children.

 Phousita at first believes that she has fallen into the clutches of an evil spirit,
 but when she falls in love with Nikko's brother Sandor, she learns something
 of the Maker's true nature. Pursued by Kirstin Adair, the Commonwealth Chief
 of Police, Nikko and Sandor are forced to live as ghosts in Arif's and Phousita's
 atriums, and the only possible means of escape for the group is flight to
 Summer House, where they all hide in its complex inner tissue. Meanwhile,
 Fox has perfected a complex of assembly codes called the biogenesis function
 that will allow Summer House and all living entities within it to be replicated
 in another environment. Before the police can destroy the habitat with a nuclear-
 armed missile, Fox initiates this biogenesis function, and the house explodes
 into thousands of programmed seeds that scatter to unknown destinations, giving
 Nikko, Phousita, Sandor, Fox and the other inhabitants the possibility of a
 future life somewhere far from earth. Unlike Stephenson, then, Nagata does not
 oppose the new "seed" technology to nanotech, but envisions it as an extension
 that allows a more complete dissolution of the boundary between the organic
 and non-organic, as well as an escape from earth.

 As we shall see, both of Nagata's subsequent novels end with an escape,
 which turns out to be a momentary exit from the social and political dimensions
 of human existence, and perhaps a necessary condition for studying "life at the
 edge of chaos." Nagata approaches this theme by way of microbiology:
 Deception Well owes one of its underpinning ideas to Lynn Margulis's thesis of
 symbiogenesis-that new forms of cellular life (specifically, eukaryotic cells)
 occurred through symbiotic mergers; and Vast draws essentially on neural
 network theories of how brain cells process information. Whereas Deception
 Well focuses on "alien" evolutionary spaces of adaptation, Vast narrows the
 interest to alternative modes of perception and communication. Complexity
 theory is the source that links these various ideas and themes together.

 Deception Well takes us some thirty-two hundred years into the future. Sol
 System, as our planetary system is called, is only a dim memory, most of
 humanity having emigrated to the Hallowed Vasties, a region of space deeper
 within the galaxy. But there are also border peoples living on the edge, some
 eighty light-years out. A far-sighted political leader, Jupiter Apolinario, has led
 one such group of followers out of a star cluster known as The Committee to
 the planet Deception Well. At the beginning of the novel, Jupiter's army is
 poised to attack the sky city of Silk, which sits atop a space elevator two
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 hundred miles above the planet's surface. Jupiter only wants access to the
 elevator, so that his people can descend to the lush, tropical planet below, but
 the Silkens are opposed, fearing any contact with the Well, since the city's
 original inhabitants were decimated by a mysterious plague that originated on
 the planet's surface. The opening scene unfolds from the point of view of
 Jupiter's eight-year old son Lot. Using Lot to squeeze into the city's
 surrounding tunnel and unlock the entryway, Jupiter's army gains passage and
 moves toward the elevators. But suddenly alarm and confusion break out,
 followed by the army's stampede, screams, and death. No one knows what has
 happened, and whether Jupiter and the forward group have made it down on the
 elevators to the planet's surface below.

 The novel then jumps ahead ten years, these events having been pasted over
 with the city's official version that Jupiter and his soldiers had all died. Lot is
 now an adolescent citizen of Silk, although he is still viewed as a potential threat
 because of his differences: he has large tear ducts in his cheeks that allow him
 to sense and even change the emotional state of those around him, and he
 exhibits formidable and growing charismatic powers. It is suspected that Lot's
 charismatic power is the result of his having inherited from his father Jupiter a
 "cult virus" which creates a desire for group fusion and to which the Silken
 youth are particularly vulnerable. Though periodically imprisoned in the
 "monkey house," as he calls it, where Silken doctors have tried to alter both his
 behavior and his physiognomy with nanotech "makers," his body's complex
 chemistry has successfully resisted every effort.

 Lot soon discovers that, years before coming to Silk, Jupiter's starship had
 been infected by an alien plague disseminated in interstellar dust by warships of
 an ancient alien civilization, the Chenzeme, who apparently disappeared
 millions of years ago. Though everyone else aboard had died, Jupiter had found
 his way to Deception Well, which had cured him. Thus when Jupiter had led his
 followers back to Deception Well, he fully believed that they would find on the
 planet's surface the bliss of Communion, a state in which his entire group would
 fuse together with the environment in a symbiotic whole. He had believed this
 not only because the Well had cured him of plague, but also because he thought
 its complex ecology had somehow neutralized the dreaded and deadly Chenzeme
 influence. Yet no one really knows much about the Chenzeme, since all that is
 left of this alien civilization are their weapons, mostly mysterious warships or
 "coursers" that patrol tracts of space beyond what is known as the Chenzeme
 Intersection. These coursers are programmed to attack anything non-Chenzeme,
 either directly or by releasing plague-generating chemicals into comet tails and
 interstellar dust. Chenzeme weapons, in fact, had killed most of Jupiter's
 ancestors, as well as the inhabitants of Heyertori, the ancient natal city of the
 ancestors of the present Silkens.

 Complicating this already complicated history is the suspicion entertained by
 Silken leaders that the cult virus Jupiter carried and that Lot now carries is itself
 of Chenzeme origin, that Jupiter and Lot are in effect Chenzeme weapons, and
 that the Communion is simply a lure that will lead them and their people into
 self-destruction. The evidence, hardly defmitive, is that Silken doctors have
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 found similarities between Lot's neural patterns and those of the Chenzeme.
 Meanwhile, the Silkens constantly monitor the surface of the planet with semi-
 organic "Wardens," which have detected no alien technology but only a
 profusion of life of great genetic diversity, defended by what are called the

 Well's highly destructive "governors." The Silken leaders, therefore, can
 envision no possibility of Communion, but only death, on the planet's surface
 below. As Kona tells Lot: "Deception Well is nothing more-and nothing
 less-than a complex biological machine, with molecular defenses more capable
 and more adaptive than anything we can field. It harbors plagues that would kill
 us. It would have killed you" (31).

 Lot, on the other hand, wants desperately to hold fast to his father's vision.
 But his motives are political as well. Drawn by his best friend Urban, son of the
 city leader Kona, and by his need to exercise his growing charismatic power,
 Lot has gradually become involved in the city's politics, focused on the struggle
 of the adolescents (everyone under the age of one hundred years) for the right
 to vote. This struggle is exacerbated by the discovery that the city is dying, its
 resources exhausted. But above all, Lot is driven by the desire to know what
 happened to his father, whom he believes to be alive, and what lies below on
 Deception Well. He wonders if the governors of the Well could also be agents
 of Communion, blending all life into a matrix where nothing is lost. The Well's
 biogenetic diversity and robust ecology, winnowed by intense evolutionary
 pressures, may indeed have enabled it to neutralize and absorb the Chenzeme
 influence, as his father had believed. He often recalls Jupiter's analogy to the
 structure of cells:

 "She [a molecular designer] showed me a cell diagram, pointing out the various
 parts-the nucleus, the reticulum, the mitochondria. 'The mitochondria,' she
 said, 'appear to be descendants of bacterial life-forms which were captured by
 some ancestral cell. Drawn into the cellular body, they became an essential part
 of its metabolic system. And here they are still: protected, nourished,
 widespread, and still with their individual DNA. The cell couldn't live without
 them, and they couldn't live without the cell. Here then, are two life-forms
 which have become one.' Only later did I come to understand that we could
 make a similar synthesis with the Well. Each of us a small but valued organelle
 in that ancient vastness." (63)

 In what he called the "mitochondrial analog," Jupiter had thus found a
 biological basis for his belief in the Communion and his insistence that his
 followers surrender themselves to a symbiotic communal state.8

 It should now be evident that Nagata has set up the novel's structure in such
 a way as to focus our attention on "life at the edge of chaos"-indeed, the
 phrase itself recurs several times in the novel. At the macro-level, the action is
 situated at the outer reaches of charted space, among a border people living
 between the known order of humanity in the Hallowed Vasties and the chaos
 and unpredictable regions of the Chenzeme influence. And this is also the
 specific position that Lot and his followers occupy in Silken society. Lot
 himself, furthermore, is positioned at the edge: pulled by a desire for
 Communion (the action of the cult virus) but held back by his curiosity and
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 struggling sense of his own identity, Lot even wonders whether he is fully
 human, and not some hybrid created by the Chenzeme. All his questions point
 to the Well, either as a space of mediation and new life, or destruction and
 death. As Lot will discover, not only does the Well lie at the edge, between the
 orderly and the known of the human and the chaotic and destructive of the
 Chenzeme, but like Christopher Langton's space of a critical phase transition
 in complexity theory, it possesses its own unique structure.

 Lot's ability to sense this other kind of structure is linked to his susceptibility
 to another mode of perception. Even before descending to the planet's surface,
 he begins to grasp a peculiarity in the situation that the Silkens seem unable to
 face. As he emphasizes to Yulyssa, a sympathetic Silken,"... [ten years ago]
 something stopped our assault Makers. And long ago, something stopped the
 Chenzeme ring.... We all know the Well has its own molecular defenses. The
 governors cause things to fail in the Well. But things fail here too. And even as
 far out as the swan burster [a silver, torus-shaped Chenzeme weapon that orbits
 the planet]. I have to wonder if the enemy we're hiding from isn't living in our
 midst" (155). Lot begins to sense that the answers to his questions will be found
 at the micro-level of cellular interaction and communication. One day not long
 after this exchange, he finds himself slowly sliding into a different mode of
 perception. As he gives himself over to it, the familiar world dissolves into a
 silvery patterning of interlocking barbs and machine parts. A hollow but distinct
 feminine shape appears, with hundreds of tiny mouths that form one mouth, and
 hundreds of tiny eyes that form two eyes. In "an alien accent that he was
 shocked to find already within his memory" (159), he finds that he is able to
 communicate with it. It is Sypaon, an old Silken who had originally come to the
 planet to study the swan burster. Sypaon had built the city of Silk, and now lives
 in their midst undetected, as an almost dematerialized intelligence. Like Lot,
 she can "perceive with the neural patterns of the Chenzeme," and wonders:
 "Were you made to subvert the Chenzeme? Or have you been aimed at us?"
 (161)-questions that Lot cannot yet answer. Sypaon reveals that her body is
 now the swan burster, which is composed of billions of communicating cells
 that constitute a neural architecture with well-defimed values that she can
 partially control. After declaring her love for her Silken people, she exhorts Lot
 "to convince them that it's right" and disappears. Lot soon discovers that she
 is referring to a plan by the Silken city officials to fire the swan burster at the
 Well, hoping to use the Chenzeme weapon to sterilize the planet's surface. With
 the force of revelation the thought comes to Lot that the Well is "a living entity,
 supple and adaptive and ever-vulnerable in its willingness to receive the other.
 It must not be attacked" (164). Although the Silkens can't be diverted,
 fortunately their attempt fails, and the swan burster never fires. But Lot is now
 sure that "The Well defends itself. It always has. It adapts. It consumes. In its
 consumption, it forces the adaptation of others, including the Chenzeme" (175).

 Driven by political pressures and the need to test his intuition, Lot fmally
 descends to Deception Well with Urban and two cult followers, Alta and Gent.
 Gent dies accidentally during the descent, and after a series of adventures on the
 Edenic planet's surface, Alta passes over to the Communion that awaits them,
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 drawn by the beckoning, ghostly presence of the old Silkens. Lot himself
 encounters Nesseleth, the presiding intelligence of the starship that brought
 Jupiter's people to Deception Well and the closest thing to a mother he has ever
 known. Nesseleth now lives in the ocean waters offshore in the starship's hull,
 having survived the fiery destruction that Jupiter had ordered. In their dialogue
 Lot presses through to his fial insight: that although Jupiter's presence is
 strong, he is really dead. At the bottom of the elevator, which Lot had noted
 was severely scarred, Jupiter had evidently released a virulent, indiscriminate
 strain of assault Makers, out of anger and frustration against the Silkens. But
 these Makers had damaged the Well, which had then retaliated in defense,
 killing Jupiter.

 Lot's surmise is immediately confirmed by other events. Panicked by the
 revolting adolescents on Silk, the Silken leaders had fired a laser gun at Lot,
 Urban, and Alta. Although missing them, the explosion had set off a reaction
 explosion that came close to killing them all. Lot realizes that this second
 explosion was the response of the Well itself, writhing "in a suicidal foam of
 self-destruction," destroying all information content in the vicinity of the
 violence in order to dissolve the aggressor. Kona admits that the firing of the
 laser had been a mistake and promises there will be no more attacks; but he also
 reveals a new discovery: that the rioting youths who were even then trying to
 descend in the elevators to join Lot in Communion were infected with a neural
 parasite. Apparently it was the same parasite that had infected the old Silkens
 living on the planet's surface. When the Silkens had tried to eradicate it with
 molecular assault Makers, the Well had responded and they had all died. Thus
 everything confirms Lot's belief that the Well is a highly adaptive ecology
 capable of absorbing and neutralizing all things foreign to itself, including the
 Chenzeme presence, and that it responds to external aggression with powerful
 defensive Makers that can destroy not only all information patterns but the
 bonds of matter itself.

 As for the Communion, it turns out to be real, but not what Jupiter had
 thought it to be. He had wanted to integrate the Communion with the Well,
 combining it with the Well's own biological mechanisms to produce the
 mitochondrial analog. He had thought the Communion could become its ego,
 that as center of the system it "could pull every living thing of every clade into
 itself" (282). But Jupiter had failed to understand that the intense evolutionary
 pressures of the Well were not only unconscious but could not permit
 consciousness. As a complex system the Well had evolved through selective
 pressures, "reaching high states of organization without the guidance-or
 interference-of a conscious mind" (281). Hence any Communion formed at the
 Well would be flawed and corrupt, since it could not tolerate the imposition of
 any center or purpose that did not evolve from itself, that did not arise from the
 "bottom up," as the theorists of complexity theory put it.

 At the conclusion of Deception Well, Lot decides consequently to flee the
 Communion and the adolescents arriving from Silk and to rendezvous instead
 with Null Boundary, a passing starship. Once aboard, Lot finds himself sinking
 again into that other mode of vision he owes to his Chenzeme heritage:
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 He sank into a sea of dust. He almost choked, feeling blind and crippled. The
 liquid flow of data he'd experienced in the Well was nonexistent here in the dry
 nebular roof. Insight flashed across his awareness in spurts. Dust bearing
 history. History borne on dust. Slowly, he lowered himself to the pace. Different
 modes for different environments, all interconnected, shaking hands one to one
 to one, only rarely winking in lightspeed data transmissions throw and catch,
 dreaming dust circling Kheth, selective processes defending a system where the
 destabilizing influence of consciousness did not exist. In the tumultuous,
 evolutionary exchange of data within the living microbial dust, myriad ways had
 been found to strip the instinct from a Chenzeme machine, to feed new protocols
 to the alien cells, to corrupt their purpose. (341)

 Borne by this part human-part alien mode of perception, which is
 consequently a mode of vision as well, Lot comes to fully grasp what must be
 his destiny: to encounter the Chenzeme beyond the reaches of known space,
 learn the language of their alien cells, and find out who he is and where he
 comes from. Yet beyond the question of Lot's fate, a nagging question still
 hangs in the air: can "life at the edge of chaos" be experienced and known in
 human terms?

 Conclusion: Emergent Computation
 In Vast, the final novel of the trilogy, Nagata resumes and brings to a

 conclusion Lot's quest. Once aboard Null Boundary, Lot discovers that the
 ship's presiding intelligence is Nikko Jiang-Tibayan, the protagonist of The Bohr
 Maker. Although Nikko occasionally assumes human-like bodily form, he
 mostly lives within the ship's hull as a partially decentralized intelligence, partly
 to avoid personal memories that reach back to his life on ancient earth. Like
 Lot, he is both haunted by the past and intrigued by the mysteries of the
 Chenzeme. Joined by two of Lot's Silken friends, Urban and Clemantine, the
 four set off to the outer reaches of known space beyond the Chenzeme
 Intersection in order to search out this alien mode of being. Success comes
 quickly, as they soon find themselves pursued by a Chenzeme warship, which
 will easily destroy them unless they can find some way to communicate with it.
 This burden falls mainly to Lot, whose own neural architecture seems to have
 been re-shaped or modified by a Chenzeme virus. As a result, Lot possesses the
 capacity to sense-albeit very crudely-the information-bearing import of the
 Chenzeme dust, as was made evident at the conclusion of Deception Well. It is
 this capacity that he now seeks to develop, and rather urgently, since at the very
 least he must communicate the simple message that they are Chenzeme in order
 to prevent the automated Chenzeme courser from firing on them.

 To learn this alien language Lot uses the Chenzeme dust to seed a colony
 of cells that grow on a certain surface area of Null Boundary's hull. These cells,
 which the crew calls "philosopher cells," interact among themselves in
 meaningful, coded patterns. It turns out that these cells not only react to
 interstellar dust but can also shed it, coded with information, and thus provide
 a medium of communication with the Chenzeme. Learning to communicate with
 the cells, however, proves to be no easy task, and is fraught with physical
 danger. First, the cells can only be accessed through physical contact. Donning
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 a space suit, Lot has the nanotech makers embedded in its texture open an
 interface through which parts of his body can merge with the field of cells. The
 cells themselves, as is often the case in Nagata's trilogy, are neither strictly
 biological nor mechanical entities, but a kind of machine with characteristics of
 both. A passage early in the novel describes them as a form of highly
 decentralized intelligence or hive mind:

 The cells are an intellectual machine. Not so much a mind, as a billion dedicated
 minds in competition, gambling their opinions. Approval means more and
 stronger connections to neighboring cells. Disapproval means an increasing
 isolation. Links are made and shattered a thousand times a second and long-chain
 alliances are continuously renegotiated. Consensus is sought but seldom
 found. (3)

 As this passage suggests-and Lot's ensuing attempts to learn to
 communicate with the cells contribute further evidence-Nagata draws here on

 "neural net theory," which was first developed in the 1940s and 50s in order to
 understand how brain cells or "neurons" store and process information.
 Scientists discovered that in the brain and nervous system this is carried out by
 millions of independent neurons densely connected in multiple networks.
 Neurons will "fire" or not according to the output of neighboring neurons; thus,
 patterns of "firings" develop collectively, according to particular configurations
 of input or stimulation. In the 1980s this type of structure became the basis for
 a new kind of computational architecture generally known as "parallel
 distributed processing, " or sometimes simply as "connectionism. " In computer
 science the emulation of neural networks has been developed as an alternative
 to the serial, one-step-at-a-time "von Neumann architecture" of conventional
 computation, which relies on a central processor, stored program, and volatile
 memory. In contrast, in neural networks (whether biological or artificial) the
 patterns themselves constitute both the memory and the program. In short, a
 neural network "learns" to produce a particular output pattern when presented
 with a particular input pattern; a computation occurs, but it emerges as the
 result of a collective process, without a central processor or controller.9

 Such de-centralized architectures have been of paramount importance in
 complexity theory. In fact, Christopher Langton, the Artificial Life scientist
 cited at the outset, has designed one himself, the "Swarm system" used for
 multi-agent simulations. In complexity theory de-centered computational
 architectures form the basis of what has come to be known as "emergent
 computation," following a seminal conference organized by Stephanie Forrest
 at the Los Alamos National Observatory in 1990.10 Simply put, "emergent
 computation" refers to a type of information processing that arises from the
 interactions of a large number of simple agents or elements without any central
 control. Emergent computation can be said to occur when a large number of
 local interactions with restricted informational and communicational capacities
 give rise to coordinated global information processing. Insect colonies, immune
 systems, the brain-but also economic systems and cellular automata-all of
 these dynamic systems constitute forms of emergent computation. Indeed,
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 building on the work of Langton, two scientists at the Santa Fe Institute, James

 Crutchfield and Melanie Mitchell, have discovered that when certain dynamical
 systems in which forms of emergent computation are embedded reach transition
 regimes at or near the edge of chaos, their information processing capacity

 increases dramatically.'"
 In Nagata's novel Vast, Lot's interactions with the philosopher cells is

 rendered in terms that cannot help but evoke this notion of emergent
 computation, understood more generally as a dynamic and completely
 decentralized mode of information processing. In the novel each cell is a
 localized entity and can only communicate with its immediately proximate
 neighboring cells. Paths or linkages among the cells form and dissolve
 according to patterns of reinforcement and interference, association and
 influence. As Lot gradually discovers, learning to decipher and pass information
 in these terms ultimately means learning to live according to another mode of
 being, one that is, for Lot at least, incompatible with the mode of being he
 considers human, which is built upon centered and hierarchical notions of self
 and other. At the conclusion of the novel, in order to achieve full or complete
 communication with the cells, he must let so much of his body be invaded by
 the cells that "he" is not able to "return" to it. In the end, then, he achieves a
 communion with the alien cells that a part of him has been seeking throughout
 his life.

 That Linda Nagata should build the fmal novel of her trilogy on an
 alternative, completely decentralized exchange of information once more
 confirms not only the importance of complexity theory in her fiction but also the
 connection with Neal Stephenson. For despite their differences of emphasis,
 Stephenson and Nagata exhibit a parallel trajectory in their recent novels. Self-
 consciously following in the line of 1980s cyberpunk fiction, both writers
 extrapolate from contemporary science in order to create future worlds
 transformed by nanotechnology. Both writers assume that at the molecular level
 on which this technology operates the age-old distinction between mechanical
 entities and biological organisms will begin to break down, with far-reaching
 implications for both our definition of life and the kind of human culture that
 will then emerge. In imagining just what these cultures will look like, they both
 fmd that the interactive processes and information exchanges studied by the new
 science of complexity theory are of fundamental relevance. To be sure,
 Stephenson only takes us to the brink of what is intended to be seen as a
 momentous historical change, while Nagata attempts to imagine problems that
 will arise on the other side of the divide. But even so, we can remark a
 significant difference (which for some readers may indicate a gender
 difference): whereas Stephenson's interest in the possibilities of a biological
 computer centers on the creative and sexual nexus, for Nagata what is important
 is the emotional and communicational need to confront what is other and alien,
 and which may be already inscribed within the human. In both cases,
 nevertheless, what becomes important is the singular space in which these
 interactions occur, a space at the edge of chaos in which information is highly
 distributed and its interactions give rise to an emergent structure. The value both
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 writers attribute to this singular space is hardly surprising, however, once we
 understand that it is precisely in this kind of space, at the edge of chaos, that
 scientists of complexity theory are seeking to discover forms of emergent
 computation that may one day yield the secrets and unexpected powers of life
 itself.

 NOTES

 1. For useful introductions see Waldrop and Lewin.
 2. See Francisco Varela's "Heinz von Foerster, the Scientist, the Man" in Stanford

 English Humanities Review.
 3. See James Lovelock, Gaia: A New Look at Life on Earth (New York: Oxford

 University Press, 1979).
 4. In the Introduction to Schismatrix Plus, which includes both the stories and the

 novel in a single volume, Sterling acknowledges the influence of Prigogine, and
 particularly his book From Being to Becoming.

 5. The new science of nanotechnology, based on the fabrication of molecular-sized
 machines, is essential for both Stephenson's and Nagata's novels. For a popular account
 by one of the engineers who is making it a reality, see Drexler. Stephenson mentions
 Drexler in the Acknowledgments of The Diamond Age.

 6. Stephenson lists Kelly in his author's Acknowledgments.
 7. Stephenson pursues the theme of encryption and code-breaking in his subsequent

 novel Cryptonomicon (1999), where it is used to motivate linkages between World War
 II and the World Wide Web. This novel, however, is too lengthy (over 900 pages) to be
 considered here.

 8. Nagata draws here on the work of biologist Lynn Margulis. See, in particular,
 Microcosmos, co-authored with Dorian Sagan (New York, Summit Books, 1986).

 9. See Caudill and Butler for further discussion of neural net theory.
 10. Proceedings of this conference, which was devoted to "Emergent Computation:

 Self-organizing, Collective, and Cooperative Phenomena in Natural and Artificial
 Networks" and which included an important paper by Langton, were published in
 Physica D 42 (1990).

 11. See, for example, their article "The Evolution of Emergent Computation," Santa
 Fe Institute Technical Report 94-03-012 (1994). Available on the Internet at <http//:
 www.santafe.edu/-mm > .
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 ABSTRACT

 This paper examines a strand of contemporary sf that draws significantly on complexity
 theory, in particular on new ideas about computation and information processing that
 bear on questions about the origins of life and intelligence, and evolution in complex
 adaptive systems. After a theoretical overview, it considers early examples of this
 influence in Bruce Sterling's first stories and novel Schismatrix. Most of the paper is then
 devoted to extended readings of Neal Stephenson's The DiamondAge and Linda Nagata's
 trilogy, The Bohr Maker, Deception Well, and Vast. Assuming but extending beyond
 1980s cyberpunk fiction, both authors project future worlds profoundly transformed by
 nanotechnology, in which the boundary between mechanical machines and biological
 organisms begins to break down. Specifically, Stephenson envisions a shift from
 algorithmic computation (i.e. Turing machines) to a new form of biological computation
 in which sex provides the means of information exchange and processing. Nagata, on the
 other hand, deploys Artificial Life scientist Christopher Langton's theme of "life at the
 edge of chaos" to re-imagine the encounter with alien modes of being and to depict new
 spaces of adaptation and communication.
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